
Representation of networks.

How to represent a network on a computer? For humans a drawing is fine, but for a
computer an image is not very manegeable for computation. Here I am going to discuss a
few of the formats found on the internet and used in this course.

What kind of information is needed?
From the simplest perspective a network is simply a collection of links. So the minimum
information is a list of who links to who. However one often wants to know more. For
instance how was the connection measured and how reliable do the experimentalist think
the link is. What kind of link is it? A protein-protein interaction or a regulatory link? In
using the networks one might also be interested in the function of the genes, their
exression patterns etc.

Tab deliminated file:
A tab is a special character (the tabulator buttom on the key board). In perl its symbol is
“\t”. The \t is used to seperate the columns in the file from each other. The minimum
format here is that each line (ended by a newline character \n) corresponds to one link.
The first column then typical contains the name of the node the link starts from and the
second column the name of the node the link points to.
Sometimes another character like space “ “ is used instead of the the Tab \t.

So the file:
A\tC\n
B\tC\n
corresponds to the network:

Advantages of tab deliminated files
Simple and easy to read.
Small file size.
Drawbacks:
Not very flexible for inputing further information.
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Cytoscape sif files:
In this course we use the program Cytoscape to visualize networks.
The name of the input files to cytoscape usually ends with .sif.
Cytoscape files are very much like a tab deliminated file. However it uses a space to
separate columns instead of a \t.
Its first column is the name of the node the link originates from. The second column is
the type of the link e.g. protein-protein_interaction inside a parenthesis. The third column
is the name of the node the link points to.

So the file 
A (black) C\n
B (red) C\n
corresponds to the network:  

One of your first task will 
be to create such a file
(or something similar if 
you fancy)
and view the output 
in Cytoscape.

Link properties beyond the type of link is input in special files to Cytoscape--- see the
manual.
Likewise for node properties.

Note in some downloadable sif files the same line appears multiple times.

If you want to transform a tab deliminated file where the two first columns are the node
from which the link starts and the second column is the node the link points towards the
following one liner in Perl might be useful

perl -ne '@col = split(/\s/,$_);print “$col[0] (link) $col[1]\n”;' < tab_delim_filename >
sif_filename

XML formats
XML is a special file format (eXtended Mark up Language). html is a special case of this
general format. 
We are not using this format in this course as we think the learning curve is a little bit too
steep.
Advantages:
Very flexible for introducing further information
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Used in many different contexts (Might be worthwhile to learn sometime)
Disadvantage:
A bit more difficult to parse even though there are subroutine/packages available in perl.
Not that human readable even though it is feasible.

Data formats we use in Perl.
We have written some subroutines you are welcome to use. They use two different
representations:

List of links:
Inspired by the Cytoscape sif files and tab deliminated fiels this is an array, where each
element corresponds to a link. As a link is not just a single number the array element is
technically a reference to a hash: The hash has two keys:
'nodeF'
'nodeT'
The value of 'nodeF' is the node where the link starts (F stands for From). The value of
'nodeT' is the node that the link points to (T stands for To).
E.G. the above network is represented by
$link[0]{'nodeF'}=A;
$link[0]{'nodeT'}=C;
$link[1]{'nodeF'}=B;
$link[1]{'nodeT'}=C;

The major disadvantage of this data format is that it is cumbersome to find all the links
starting at a specific node.

Adjacency matrix format:

In the more mathematical litterature a network is often representated by a matrix called
the adjacency matrix. For those of you who knows matrices its matrix element Aij is 1 if a
link conects node j to node i, and zero otherwise. This format corresponds to the columns
of this matrix plus a little bit more.

Anyway this is a hash (adja), whose keys are nodes of the networks. 
The value of a given node (F) is a hash(reference) adja{'F'} whose keys are the nodes
node F is connected to (The link starts at node F, if the link is directed). adja{'F'} is
undefined if node F has no outgoing links. 
Say node F is connected to node 'T' then the value of  adja{'F'}{'T'} is a hash(reference)



containing link properties. You are not necessarily going to use this hash. When reading a
sif file with the subroutine read_sif_file the keys in this hash are the types of links found
in the sif file connecting F to T and the values are the number of times this line appears in
the file.

Example
After reading the sif file
A (black) C\n
B (red) C\n
B (black) D\n

The adja hash is like follows
adja{A}{C}{'black'}=1
adja{B}{C}{'red'}=1
adja{B}{D}{'black'}=1

Note it is still difficult to find all the links pointing towards a particular node.
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